Introduction
As is well known, a wire-driven parallel manipulator is a manipulator whose end-effector is driven by a number of cables instead of rigid links. It shows several promising advantages over its rigid-link counterpart, such as simple light-weight mechanical structure, low moment inertia, large reachable workspace and high-speed motion. In the 1980s, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in America invented a wire-driven parallel manipulator named RoboCrane for shipyards (Albus et al, 1993) . So far, wire-driven parallel manipulators have been applied in load lifting, industrial machining, virtual reality and astronomic observation (Dekker et al, 2006; Ning et al, 2006; Ma & Diao, 2005) . Because of the advantages and unique features of wires, wire-driven parallel manipulators have attracted a great attention in robotics literature. The first general classification was given by Ming and Higuchi (Ming and Higuchi, 1994) . Based on the number of wires (m) and the number of degrees of freedom (n), wire-driven parallel manipulators were classified into three categories, i.e. the incompletely restrained positioning mechanisms (m<n+1), the completely restrained positioning mechanisms (m=n+1) and the redundantly restrained positioning mechanisms (m>n+1). Yamamoto et al. presented basic dynamics equations and a feedback control method based on exact linearization for the incompletely restrained positioning mechanisms (Yamamoto et al, 2004) . Hithoshi et al. studied a robust PD control using adaptive compensation for translational wire-driven parallel manipulators of a completely restrained type (Hithoshi et al, 2007) . Zi Bin et al. developed a fuzzy plus proportional-integral control method for the cable-cabin mechanism of 500m aperture spherical radio telescope (Zi et al, 2008) . Yu Kun considered active stiffness control schemes as optimization problem with different criteria for redundantly restrained positioning mechanisms (Yu, 2008) . In essence, a wire-driven parallel manipulator can be considered as a complex, time-varying, strong-coupled, multiple input and multiple output, and nonlinear system. Since the wires can only pull and not push on the platform, dynamics and control are key issues for high-precision motion of wire-driven parallel manipulators. Wind tunnel tests of aircraft models are widely utilized to investigate the potential flight dynamics and aerodynamic characteristics of aircrafts at their early developing stage. Wiredriven parallel manipulators have been introduced to wind tunnels as flexible suspension systems of aircraft models in recent years (Liu et al, 2004) . The posture of the scale model corresponding to the stream line of airflows can be adjusted by controlling the length of wires to implement the six degree-of-freedom free flight motion. The aerodynamic forces exerted on the scale model can be calculated by measuring the tension of each wire. Comparing with traditional frame suspension systems, wire-driven parallel manipulators for wind tunnels have advantages in less aerodynamic interference and high precision of the test results. Preliminary achievements have been made in the Suspension ACtive pour Soufflerie (SACSO) project about the wire-driven parallel suspension system in low wind tunnels sponsored by Office National d'Études et de Recherches Aérospatiales (ONERA). The achievements include architecture design, workspace computation, force control and build-up of a prototype of the wire-driven parallel manipulator (Lafourcade, 2004) . Zheng Yaqing et al. have developed some fundamental theoretical research work on workspace, wire tension distribution, stiffness, kinematics and control of the manipulators. Because of weak stiffness of wires, the aircraft model would deviate from the planned trajectory when it is in the streamline flow. The trajectory errors have significant effect on the force and moment measurement. Hence one challenging issue is to accurately implement the attitude control for wire-driven parallel manipulators in wind tunnels. The flexible suspension system in wind tunnels proposed by Zheng, which can be viewed as a six degree-of-freedom eight wires driven parallel manipulator, is investigated in this paper (Zheng, 2004) . In order to decrease the trajectory errors and improve the measurement precision, it is necessary to enhance stiffness of the flexible suspension system. In case of wire-driven parallel manipulators with redundant actuations, the stiffness of the manipulators have been researched by Yu (Yu, 2008) and Saeed Behzadipou respectively, based on the stiffness definition and the equivalent spring model. In this paper, an analytic expression of the stiffness of the flexible suspension system in wind tunnels is derived by using the differential transformation principle. In order to hurdle a low rigidity and poor positioning accuracy caused by the minimum wire tension solution, an optimal tension distribution method is applied for the enhancement of stiffness in lift, along-wind and pitching directions. The method resolves the uncertainty of wire tensions of the suspension system. The motion control of the flexible suspension system in wind tunnels can be realized either in end-effector space or in joint space. The pose of the aircraft model must be measured in real time during the former control process. Measuring the pose of the aircraft model in wind tunnels is rather challenging, because the cross section of wind tunnels is limited and the existence of equipments disturbs air flows. Moreover, it is not desirable to obtain the pose of the aircraft model using direct kinematics, because of lots of time required by complicated calculation. Hence, a computed torque controller in joint space is employed for the flexible suspension system in wind tunnels. A dynamics compensation is introduced to a conventional proportional differential controller, so a modified proportional differential control strategy in the wire length coordinates is developed based on stiffness enhancement. Figure 1 shows the flexible suspension system driven by eight wires. Each wire is attached to the aircraft model at one end, and threads the pulleys mounted to the wind tunnel and winds around an actuated reel at the other end. The actuated reels allow the control of the pose of the aircraft model by controlling the length of their respective wires. The aerodynamic loads on the aircraft model can be calculated through measuring the wire tension by strain gages. where φ , β and ψ are the roll, pitch and yaw angles of the aircraft model respectively.
System description
The length of the i th wire is expressed by
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where
is the position vector of the mobile frame's origin,
is the position vector of point B i in the fixed frame OXYZ.
Differentiating Eq.(2) with respect to time, and then assembling the eight resulting equations into matrix form, we obtain
is the wire-length vector,
is the posture vector of the aircraft model,
uLL is the unit vector along the i th wire.
The equation of static equilibrium can be written as
is the wire tension vector,
summarizes all other force and torques acting on the aircraft model.
Analytic stiffness
The influence of the wire tension on stiffness of the flexible suspension system is investigated, and an analytic expression of the stiffness is derived from the differential transformation principle. When an infinitesimal wrench ∂F is applied to the aircraft model, the posture of the aircraft model changes by an infinitesimal deflection ∂X . The Stiffness matrix K of the suspension system is
For the first term in the equation (5), ∂J can be expressed by the product of an infinitesimal deflection ∂X and a three-dimensional matrix which excludes ∂X . Assuming the matrix H
where ( )× is the operator representing cross product.
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As for the second term in the equation (5), we have
where l is the original length of the i th wire.
It is pointed out that the contribution of
to the stiffness of the suspension system can be neglected because it is much less than one. The stiffness of the suspension system consists of two parts, while the first one is mainly influenced by the wire tension and the other one depends on geometrical arrangement of the wires and posture of the aircraft model. Supposing the external wrench F acted on the aircraft model is known, the wire tension in equation (4) can be written as Null J λ is an arbitrary vector in the mull-space of matrix J and, affects the distribution of the wire tension without affecting the force and moment at the aircraft model. Equation (5) can be rewritten as
It is clearly seen that the wire tension can be changed by adjusting the two elements of the column vector λ , and then the wire tension can make an impact on the stiffness of the system.
Dynamic models 4.1 Dynamic Model of the aircraft model
By using Newton-Euler's laws, the motion equations of the aircraft model can be written in the following form 
Dynamic model of the drive units

The elastic model of the wires
The relationship between the change of the wire length and the rotational angles of the motors is
Successive time derivatives of equation (13) yield
The elasticity of the wires must be taken into account in order to increase motion control accuracy. The longitudinal deformation of a wire can be given by
Then the stiffness of a wire is
To summarize, Equations (11), (12), (13), (14) and (15) represent the dynamic model of the suspension system in wind tunnel.
Control scheme
The dynamic model of the flexible suspension system in wind tunnels is a highly-coupled and nonlinear system, and the actuation redundancy makes the system over-restrained. In designing the control scheme, it is necessary to decouple and linearize the dynamic model. A computed torque controller in joint space is employed for the flexible suspension system in wind tunnels. Because the actuation redundancy introduces multiple wire tension solutions, an optimal tension distribution method is applied to obtain certain acceptable solutions. When the air flow passes through the aircraft model in wind tunnel tests, a wind pressure will be exerted on the aircraft model. According to the aerodynamic theory, drag www.intechopen.com
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force in along-wind direction, lift force in crosswind direction and pitching moment are applied on the model under the condition that the wind load is symmetrical. The wind load make the model fail to keep the desired position and orientation. Thus, it is challenging to obtain the accurate mapping relation between the measured value of the aerodynamics and the position and orientation of the craft model. Consequently, it is desired to enhance the stiffness in the three directions by commanding the wire tensions. Further more, by introducing the dynamical compensation on the basis of conventional PD control, the revised feedforward PD control law based on the stiffness enhancement principles. As shown in Fig. 3 , the control law consisting of inverse dynamics feedforward and feedback loop is employed to control the driving torque of the actuators. Fig. 3 . Control scheme for wire-driven parallel support system for wind tunnels
The revised PD feedforward control law is (17) can make e and e exponentially converge to the closed sphere of radius r i . Provided the desired trajectory X d of the aircraft model, the desired angle, angular velocity and angular acceleration of the driving motors can be solved for by using inverse kinematics and the elastic deformation Eq.(16). For redundant driving system, an optimization is needed to solve for the tensions of the wires. Generally, the tension minimization principle is used in the optimization (Müller, 2005) . That is to say dd Τ TW T and W are the summing weights factor matrices. However, since this parallel robot is applied in wind tunnel, the aircraft model tends to deviate from desired position and orientation and results in experimental errors. Consequently, in order to obtain more precise experimental data, it is necessary to enhance the stiffness by adjusting wire tension. Taking account of constrains of the motor output and wire material properties, the objective of the optimization is to maximize the stiffness weight-sum in the three principal directions of forces or torques.
[ ] (19) and (20). The translational stiffness in X direction is For this kind of linear program problem, the simplex search method is generally employed to solve the solution. But the solving course is very time consuming. To improve the computation speed, a new algorithm is designed as follow.
Step 1: Determining the initial solution. There are sixteen linear inequality constrains in Eq.(21). Any three can be picked out and converted into equality constrains. Then the three line equation related to 1 λ and 2 λ from the geometry point of view is obtained. The three intersection points of the three lines can be solved. Then whether the three intersection points satisfy the rest thirteen inequalities is checked. If so, the three intersection points generate the initial solution by forming a convex combination. If not, another selection is needed.
Step 2: Determining the searching direction. Taking the initial solution obtained in Step 1 as the start point. Along the gradient and negative gradient direction of the objective function forward search step are conducted, respectively. Then the new two candidates are evaluated with respect to the objective function. The direction relating to the better candidate is taken as the searching direction. So, this optimization becomes a one dimensional optimization.
Step 3: Along the searching direction search is conducted forward with larger step until exceeds the feasible region. Then the dichotomy is used between the outer and inner points of the feasible region until the optimal point on the boundary of the feasible region is obtained.
Step 4: In order to maintain the continuity of the wire tension, a judgment of the tension vector is conducted. In which, whether the tension T i of the current position and orientation and T i-1 of the previous position and orientation satisfy
is judged, where ε is the threshold. If it is satisfied, the optimal solution is obtained. If it is not satisfied, starting with the current solution, along with the positive searching direction the optimization is moved back to the feasible region and the inferior solution is obtained. And the optimization goes to Step 1.
Simulated results
In order to validate the proposed algorithm in this research, simulations aiming at the revised PD feedforward controller based on the stiffness enhancement are conducted. Moreover, a comparison between that of a revised PD controller based on tension minimization is carried out. The position of the joints and pulley of the robot is shown in Table 1 . The wire is chosen from reference (Zheng, 2004) , which is made of extra strong polyethylene fibre. The diameter The ratio of the reducer is 4:1. The scale model is the 1/18 wooden aircraft model referred to in (Liu et al, 2005) . The aircraft has a length of 713mm and wing width of 510mm. The height is 107mm and the weight is 10.5N. In the local frame, the inertial tensor is , 04 s t ≤ ≤ . In order to achieve the precision of the positioning and pitching, the weight factor is 1 0.3 g = , 2 0.3 g = and 3 0.4 g = . The simulation is conducted employing the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The sampling time is 0.01s. The PD parameters are determined by both extension critical proportion and manual adjusting method.
(10,10,5.5,5.5,5.5,5.5,5.5,5.5) 0.25,0.25,0.15,0.15, 0.15,0.15,0.15,0.15) . The pitching stiffness K ββ ranges from 8300 to 8700 Nm/rad. The pitch angle error is less than 0.039 rad, and its RMS is 0.0157 rad. The positioning error in X direction is less than 0.0111m, and its RMS is 0.0057m. The positioning error is less than 0.013m, and its RMS is 0.0041m. Under the condition of minimum wire tension principle, the wire tension is small and varies evenly. The pitching stiffness ranges from 7600 to 8000 Nm/rad. The pitching angle error is less than 0.0619 rad, and its RMS is 0.0229rad. The positioning error in X direction is less than 0.0185m, and its RMS is 0.0076m. The positioning error in Z direction is less than 0.0178m and the RMS is 0.005m. Though the wire tension based on optimal stiffness principle tends to be large, compared with that of minimum tension principle the pitching stiffness increases from about 7600-8000 Nm/rad to about 8300 -8700Nm/rad. The RMS of the pitch angle error decreases by 31.44%. The RMS of the positioning error in X direction decreases by 25%, and that in Z direction decreases by 18. The control precision has been improved drastically. 
Conclusions
Firstly, the stiffness of the six-degree-of-freedom redundant wire driven parallel manipulator is dealt with in this paper. The analytical expression of the stiffness is developed, in which the stiffness consists of two parts. The former part is related to the wire tension, while the latter one depends mainly on both the geometry distribution of the wires and the orientation of the end-effector. Secondly, the dynamical models of the aircraft and the driving system are deduced, respectively. Considering the motor output and wire material properties, the wire tension optimization is conducted in order to improve the stiffness in three principal directions. This method solves the indefinite problem of the wires tension introduced by the redundancy. Thirdly, aiming at the nonlinearity, strong coupling and air current loaded environment of the wire driven system, the revised PD feed forward controller in joint space based on stiffness enhancement principle is developed. Compared with the revised PD feed forward controller based on minimum wire tension principle, the control scheme proposed in this paper improves the dynamical positioning precision of the aircraft.
